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Introduction

Parameter of interest

• The IPCA is the Brazilian official CPI produced within the
scope of IBGE’s System of National Consumer Price Indices
(SNIPC) used for the Central Bank to establish its monetary
policies.

PNADC sample features

Choice of estimator
Why not use a monthly sample estimator?

Elementary level formula: index for a subitem k
(two-stage formula: Dutot + Jevons)

PNADC sample rotation scheme

• As in other CPIs, the IPCA’s basket is composed of goods and
services representative of consumer habits. The elementary
aggregates of the IPCA are denoted subitems.
• Among such subitems, two service components,
housekeeper (ED) and services for home maintenance and
repair (MORD), amounts to approximately, 4% and 1%,
respectively, of the IPCA’s basket weights.
• Since those services are mainly characterized by Labour’s
informal market, the measurement of prices relies for these
components relies on household surveys.

Subitem

General elementary index formula:
two stage average process

Lack of sobreposition leads to high variance

Rice

2nd stage (Jevons-like formula):
Calculation of the geometric mean for the
relatives obtained in the 1 st stage

Elementary products
aggregate 1

A better choice

Elementary products
aggregate 2

White rice, brand “X”, size “Y”

Elementary products
aggregate nk’

Basmati rice, brand “Z”, size “Y”

.

• Until 2016 IBGE’s Monthly Employment Survey (PME) was
the source for price data of ED and MORD services.
• With the end of the PME, Labour’s force information should
be provided by the Continuous Nationial Household Sample
Survey (PNADC).
• However, the PNADC sample design is diferente than the one
of the PME. And more importantly, the PNADC was designed
to provide estimateres on a quarterly basis, whereas the
PME used to provide monthly data.
• Due such changes, adoption of the PNADC for calculation of
inflation for the subitem ED and MORD is not
straightforward.

1st stage (Dutot-like formula):
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Drawback: bias

Calculation of relatives of price averages for the
product k’, belonging to the subitem k.

Bias analisys

Since in our case nk’ = 1, the parameter of
interest is given by a Dutot-like formula.

• The main challenges and approaches adopted are discussed
in this paper.

“Direct” estimates

Data treatment
Sample weights treatment for the domains of interest

Outliers detection and treatment
Detection:

Original PNADC PSU’s quarter weights

Direct estimates from the PNADC

Time series approach
Structural time series (STS) approach

Prices estimates after data treatment

1) Use of Box-Cox transformation
Desired component
Quarterly weights for selection of a household
State space equations

2) Construction of tolerance regions
Monthly weights correction for selection of a household

Relatives estimates
Basic structural model

Treatment: Winsorization
Series of “direct” estimates
Monthly weights with correction for non-responses

ED

MORD

Schematic view
Correction for matching households

Post stratification correction (final weights)

Hyperparameters based on the Kalman filter and
maximum likelihood method.

Winsorization

Original
data

Results

Microdata

Comparison of estimates derived from the “direct PNADC”, STS for PNADC and
minimum wage (MW) at the national level

ED

Seasonal component treated via trigonometric functions.

Box-Cox
transformation

Results are released monthly in the page of the PNADC
(PNAD Contínua) at the IBGE site

Conclusions
• The paper presents the main challenges in moving
from the PME survey, previous source of labour’s
force information, to the PNADC survey for
derivation of inflation for the subitems housekeeper
(ED), and home and maintenance repairs (MORD).

MORD
Microdata released by
the PNADC

Example of price and weights
microdata in the txt files

• The derivation of an estimator taking the complex
sample design of the PNADC is discussed.
• Sample weighs treatment and the outlier detection
and treatment for the use of the PNADC data are
presented.
• STS approach is employed in order to deal with the
fluctuations rising from the small samples obtained.

ED/MORD price
Microdata

• The results obtained via the “raw” PNADC estimator
and the trend component estimator are compared
with the estimates obtained via the Brazilian official
minimum wage.
• The estimates obtained via STS modelling approach
show good agreement with the national economical
scenario for the period analysed. The analysis reveals
the power of the method and its superiority
respective the minimum wage approach which is
insensitive to monthly conjunctural changes in the
economy which affects the labour’s market.

Comparison of monthly inflation for the STS and minimum wage (MW) estimates

Selection of the year of
interest

One txt file with data for each
month of the selected year.
Separate files for ED and MORD.

• This work also serves as a tutorial for users
interested in working with the prices microdata
released for the ED and MORD subitems.
• The data is only available for the national level of
aggregation since for finer levels the results still
presented high volatility and their use for the
calculation of the CPI was not considered
appropriate.

